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Proctortrack delivers
Identity Authentication
and Automated Proctoring
Alliance Partner

Fully integrated with:

Proctortrack* is ProctorlessTM and is the only automated
remote proctoring solution that continuously verifies the
identity of online test takers while also detecting and
detering cheating.
Proctortrack’s patented full feature set makes it the best-in-class
choice for remote proctoring.
As academic institutions migrate more of their programs into various online learning
management systems, the need for online proctoring solutions has become ever
more apparent.
Often times, it’s the instructors that end up overwhelmed coordinating student
schedule changes. Institutions are now seeking a proctoring solution that can
scale and be flexible to students’ growing need to take exams any time of the day

Features Set

Uses standard
built-in hardware
No scheduling
required
Attendance
Verification
Automated approach
Browser
Lock
Hardware
Check
Configurable Blacklisted
Applications

Verificient Technologies’ flagship solution, Proctortrack, is the only automated

Video
Monitoring

anytime and anywhere. Through facial recognition software, the application

Flagged
Violations

a student leaves a test, is replaced during a test, receives assistance from a friend

Biometric Identity
Authentication

automates proctoring by monitoring for test policy compliance. It can detect when
or searches online for answers. Proctortrack detects various levels of deceit or
misconduct defined by the institution and the framework of the test.

Low
Bandwidth

Proctortrack is the most cost effective solution in the market and delivers the most

Continuous
Identity Verification

value as a online proctoring partner.

Offline
Mode

Contact Verificient Technologies to learn more about how Proctortrack can elevate

No Human Supervision
Required

your online programs.

Online Human
Proctoring

Sensible, flexible
pricing

and at the place of their choosing, all while proctoring without human error.

software that offers continuous identity verification of online test-takers,

Proctortrack

Instructor-Only
Review

* US Patent No. 8,926,335, “System and Method for Remote Test Administration and Monitoring”

Control During
Test Breaches
Never Leave the
LMS Experience

Office 331, C3 Block
3rd Floor, Amanora Chambers
Hadapsar, Pune, 411028

Office: +91 898 366 9769
Email: info@verificient.com
Website: www.verificient.com
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How Proctortrack Works for Students
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Student logs into
their LMS from home
or other location

Student finds assessment thats
been prepared for him/her
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Student proceeds taking the online
assessment in the LMS. Identity
verification and monitoring is continuous
throughout the entire testing session.

Student downloads Proctortrack
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Student completes a 7-point system
check along with a Facial Scan, ID
Scan, and a Knuckle Scan

Student then reviews how
Proctortrack works and prepares for
identity verification

How Proctortrack Works for Instructors
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Customizable proctoring
settings, available when setting
up a test, adjust the exam
terms to meet each instructor’s
unique requirements.
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The Proctortrack instructor experience
begins with a seamless integration into all
major LMS environments, where enabling
an exam to be monitored by Proctortrack
can be done with one click.

Our team is always here to answer any
questions from instructors and their students with
award-winning support available around the clock.
Learn more at:

www.Proctortrack.com

After students complete their exams,
proctoring data is processed against
Proctortrack’s algorithms. Student
reports are assigned a score based
on the number of incidents detected
and violations within each session are
pre-flagged and time-stamped.
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Our team is always here to answer any
questions from instructors and their
students with award-winning support
available around the clock.

